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120 Hz Gun Design Approach 
 The basic beam requirements from the RF gun are a normalized emittance of 1 
micron, a peak current of 100 amperes and energy of 6 MeV.  Given current 
technology, this beam quality can only be attained using an RF photocathode gun.  
The gun architecture chosen for LCLS is the 1.6 cell, s-band gun.  The LCLS 
prototype was developed in a collaboration of BNL, UCLA and SLAC has been in 
operation at the SLAC Gun Test Facility (GTF) since 1997.  This gun is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The LCLS/GTF prototype rf gun showing a single rf feed and grazing 
incidence laser ports. 
 
120 Hz Gun Requirements 
The LCLS nominal requirements are 120 MV/m on axis field and 120 Hz repetition 
rate.  However, it is desirable to operate the gun at higher field gradients since the 
beam brightness improves as the field is increased.  The maximum field that has been 
reached in the prototype gun before rf breakdown occurs is 140 MV/m.  Therefore to 
provide additional design margin, the design goal for the LCLS gun is 140 MV/m at 
120 Hz corresponding to an average power dissipation of 4 kW.  The complete 
thermal analysis and additional specifications for the 120 Hz gun are given in 
Reference [1]. 

The nominal specifications for the LCLS gun are shown in Table 1.  The 
frequency is determined by the SLAC klystron frequency.  All mechanical dimensions 
and tolerances are chosen to achieve this frequency and a balance field profile in the 
two cells.  The requirement for the maximum frequency shift of <100 kHz from 0 to 
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full power is primarily due to the width of the π mode resonance (see Table 1).  With 
larger frequency deviations the field on axis is reduced for a constant klystron power 
and a substantial phase shift is also encountered due to the standing wave.  The 
variation of phase with resonant frequency is proportional to the filling time of the 
cavity.   A 100 kHz frequency shift would produce an 18 degree phase shift for a 500 
ns filling time.  Larger frequency deviations would be increasingly difficult to control 
with feedback.  This phase shift also determines the temperature stability requirement 
of 0.07 ˚C corresponding to 1 degree of gun phase fluctuation.  The rf coupling 
coefficient is increased to 2.1 to reduce the filling time so that transient effects are not 
important with short klystron pulses of approximately 2.5 µs.   

 
Parameter Value units 
fπ 2856 MHz 
∆fπ 0.63-0.74 MHz 
fπ 0power - fπ highpower < 100 kHz 
fπ - f0 15 MHz 
τ  430-500 ns 
β = Q0/QE 2.1  
RF Coupling holes 2  
Q0 12000-

14000 
 

Emax on axis 120 MV/m 
Ecathode:Efull 0.999:1  
Maximum von Mises stress 3-5 ksi 
Gun Temperature Stability 0.07 ˚C 

 
Table 1.  The LCLS gun electrical and mechanical specifications. 
 
 Figure 1 shows the 3-D solid model for the 120 Hz gun interior.  This gun 
design is quite different from the GTF prototype gun.  In addition to having a dual 
RF feed and racetrack shape for the full cell, it also uses z-coupling for the RF 
coupling hole rather than the theta-coupling of the standard s-band gun.  The use of 
z-coupling is based upon the recommendation of the Nov 2004 Injector RF Design 
Review [2].  Further changes were made following the comments of the Aug 2005 RF 
Gun Mechanical Design Review [3].  A summary of the design improvements made 
since the first review follows: 
1. Zero-π mode separation – 15 MHz   
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The frequency separation between the zero and π mode was increased to 15 MHz by 
increasing the disk iris opening from 12.4968 mm to 14.850 mm and reducing the disk 
thickness from 22.047 mm to 19.05 mm. The beam pipe aperture is kept unchanged 
(r=12.4968 mm).  The shunt impedance in the 15 MHz design is about 2% lower than 
the original 3.4 MHz design.  
 
2. Surface field reduction 
The disk iris profile and the beampipe cutoff hole profile were modified from round 
to elliptical. These modifications reduced the peak electric surface fields in these 
regions by more than 10%. In the present design, the peak electric surface field any 
where on the gun surface is lower than the cathode peak electric field. 
 
3. Z-coupling slot 
The RF coupling iris was modified from the theta-coupling to z-coupling.  This 
modification simplifies the iris rounding to a “2D” surface – easies the mechanical 
design and machining procedure, as well as reducing the pulsed-heating. 
  
4. Reduced RF pulse heating with larger rounding radius 
In the original prototype gun design at the LCLS nominal cathode field of 120MV/m, 
the RF pulse heating around the RF coupling iris was reduced from over 1400C to 
about 440C by rounding the iris with a 2.4-mm radius.  The laser ports and the field 
pickup ports were also rounded with r=0.76mm and 0.5mm respectively to suppress 
the RF heating in those regions to about 400C.  The RF heating tolerance was then re-
accessed for the LCLS gun because of the requirement of high rep-rate and high 
voltage operation conditions.  Reducing the RF pulse heating further to about 300C 
was considered to improve the gun performance and lifetime.  Thermal analysis of the 
gun also found it necessary to increase the thickness of the coupling iris to reduce the 
thermal stress bellow threshold in the region where the iris opening joints the cavity 
side wall.  
 
In the present design, the following modifications have been made to fulfill these 
requirements: 1) the RF coupling iris was thickened and rounded with a 7.5 mm 
rounding radius. The RF pulse heating is reduced to about 330C and the thermal stress 
reduced to an acceptable level; 2) the laser ports and the field pickup ports are 
rounded with a 1.5 mm radius. The pulse heating around these ports is reduced to 
about 300C for the nominal 120MV/m cathode field. 
 
All of these and other improvements have been incorporated into the RF design of 
the LCLS gun.  The details of the interior dimensions are given in Table 2 and Figure 
2. 
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Figure 1:  The 3D solid model of the interior for the 120Hz gun. 
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1.50000Coax port rounding r4

1.08500Coax port end of center conductor radius rr

1.08500Coax port center conductor radius ri

2.50000Coax port outer conductor radius ro

11.00000Probe coax port in full cell location fd

13.00000Probe coax port in half cell location hd

20.00000Laser port angle (degree)

1.50000Laser port hole rounding radius r3

8.00000Laser port hole size (slot width) 2rl

4.00000Laser port hole radius of curvature rl

11.00000Laser port hole size (slot length) ll

Parameter on laser ports and probe ports (all in 
mm)

6.50000waveguide rounding r5

34.03600Waveguide narrow side wb

72.13600Waveguide width side wa

12.49680Beampipe radius ap

13.02500Beampipe elliptical radius rbp in major axis

9.52500Beampipe elliptical radius rap in minor axis

12.02500Disk elliptical radius rbi in major axis

9.52500Disk elliptical radius rai in minor axis 

14.85000Cell iris radius a

7.50000RF coupling slot rounding radius r2 on inside

1.00000RF coupling slot rounding radius r1 on outside

16.50000RF coupling slot size (slot width) wc

24.25700Half cell length zh

42.13595Half cell radius bh

34.03600Race track cell length zf

5.90000Race track arc separation d  

40.12472Race track arc radius bf

Value (laser+probe ports) with 
fillet(0.5mm) and skin depth 
correctionsParameter on gun cavity (all in mm)

1.50000Coax port rounding r4

1.08500Coax port end of center conductor radius rr

1.08500Coax port center conductor radius ri

2.50000Coax port outer conductor radius ro

11.00000Probe coax port in full cell location fd

13.00000Probe coax port in half cell location hd

20.00000Laser port angle (degree)

1.50000Laser port hole rounding radius r3

8.00000Laser port hole size (slot width) 2rl

4.00000Laser port hole radius of curvature rl

11.00000Laser port hole size (slot length) ll

Parameter on laser ports and probe ports (all in 
mm)

6.50000waveguide rounding r5

34.03600Waveguide narrow side wb

72.13600Waveguide width side wa

12.49680Beampipe radius ap

13.02500Beampipe elliptical radius rbp in major axis

9.52500Beampipe elliptical radius rap in minor axis

12.02500Disk elliptical radius rbi in major axis

9.52500Disk elliptical radius rai in minor axis 

14.85000Cell iris radius a

7.50000RF coupling slot rounding radius r2 on inside

1.00000RF coupling slot rounding radius r1 on outside

16.50000RF coupling slot size (slot width) wc

24.25700Half cell length zh

42.13595Half cell radius bh

34.03600Race track cell length zf

5.90000Race track arc separation d  

40.12472Race track arc radius bf

Value (laser+probe ports) with 
fillet(0.5mm) and skin depth 
correctionsParameter on gun cavity (all in mm)

 
 

Table 2:  RF gun interior dimensions at 45 degreesC.  Dimensions in red are changes 
made since the Aug 2005 Mechanical Design Review [3]. 
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hd=13

fd=11

zf=34.0360

bh=42.13595

zh=24.2570

rai=9.5250

t=19.0500

a=14.8500 ap=12.4968

rap=9.5250

rbp=13.025rbi=12.025

2r0=5

2ri=2.17

r4=1.5

rr=1.085

Dimensions in mm (assuming each cell having 0.5mm fillet and 
working at 45 degreeC)                 9-01-05

bf=40.12472

D=5.9000mm

wc=16.5000

wa=72.1360

r1=1.0

r2=7.5

R5=6.5

wL

r3=1.5000

LL=11.000
wL=8.000
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20.00
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Figure 2:  Details of the interior dimensions for the 120Hz gun. 
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